How the visual brain integrates temporally dispersed information is an open question. Often, it is assumed that the visual system simply sums light over a certain period of time (e.g. Bloch's law). However, in feature fusion, information presented later dominates, suggesting complex temporal dynamics that cannot be described by simple energy summation. For example, if two verniers are presented in rapid succession at the same location, they are not perceived individually but they fuse to one single vernier. The perceived offset of the fused vernier is a combination of the offsets of the two presented verniers, with the later one dominating. Here, we show that indeed, Bloch's law does not hold across verniers in a sequence. However, changes in the luminance of a single vernier can be compensated for by changes in its duration in accordance with Bloch's law. We present a simple model to demonstrate that these findings can be explained by decaying neural activation.
Introduction
On the one hand, evidence suggests that the human visual system is sensitive to very fast temporal changes in the input (Exner, 1875; Sweet, 1953 ; overview article Blake & Lee, 2005) . For example, temporal differences as small as 2-5 ms in the onset of nearby lines can give rise to the perception of apparent motion (Wehrhahn & Rapf, 1992; Westheimer & McKee, 1977) . On the other hand, the human brain integrates visual information for substantial periods of time, for example to accumulate information in low contrast regimes. Also, in visual masking it was proposed that the visual system integrates information for more than 100 ms, caused by temporal low pass filtering (Bachmann & Allik, 1976; Coltheart & Arthur, 1972; Eriksen, 1966; Eriksen & Collins, 1967; Kinsbourne & Warrington, 1962; Michaels & Turvey, 1979; Neisser, 1967) .
Static energy summation-Bloch's law
Often, temporal integration in the human visual system follows Bloch's law (Bloch, 1885) . According to Bloch's law, the detectability of otherwise identical visual stimuli depends only on their energy, i.e. the product of luminance and duration. For example, a light flash presented for 30 ms at a luminance of 80 cd/m 2 is equally well detectable as a light flash presented for 60 ms at 40 cd/m 2 . This suggests that temporal integration can be easily described by energy summation.
Bloch's law holds for up to several hundred milliseconds (Kahneman & Norman, 1964) and was found to be valid in visual detection and acuity tasks (Barlow, 1958; Bloch, 1885; Graham & Cook, 1937; Roufs, 1972; Smith, 1998) , brightness matching (Aiba & Stevens, 1964; Blondel & Rey, 1911; DiLollo, 1980; DiLollo & Finley, 1986; Kahneman & Norman, 1964; Servière, Miceli, & Galifret, 1977; White & Rinalducci, 1981) , digit identification (Kahneman & Norman, 1964) , and visual memory tasks (Busey & Loftus, 1994; Loftus & Ruthruff, 1994) .
Electrophysiological results suggest that the time-intensity reciprocity as described by Bloch' found at early stages in the visual pathway, e.g. vertebrate receptors (Hood & Grover, 1974) , retinal ganglion cells (Levick & Zacks, 1970; Scheich & Korn, 1971) , limulus optic fibers (Hartline, 1938) , and also at higher levels, i.e. the cat visual cortex (Duysens, Gulyas, & Maes, 1991) .
Dynamic temporal effects-Feature fusion
Whereas Bloch's law describes simple energy summation, complex temporal dynamics have been found in feature fusion. In feature fusion, stimuli are presented in rapid succession at the same retinotopic location. Because of short stimulus durations, observers do not see the elements individually, but only one fused percept. If, for example, a red disc is immediately followed by a green disc, the colors fuse and the two discs are perceived as one yellow disc (Efron, 1967 (Efron, , 1973 Yund, Morgan, & Efron, 1983) . Also, when a vernier is immediately followed by its corresponding anti-vernier, i.e. a vernier with an opposite offset direction, observers perceive only one fused vernier ( Fig. 1a ; Herzog, Parish, Koch, & Fahle, 2003; Scharnowski, Hermens, Kammer, Ö gmen, & Herzog, 2007) . The perceived offset of this fused vernier is a combination of the offsets of both the vernier and the anti-vernier . The perceived offset of the fused vernier can be modified by changing the offsets of either the vernier or the anti-vernier. For example, by increasing the offset size of the vernier, the offset of the fused vernier will be perceived more often in accordance with the vernier's offset direction. The fused vernier offset appears smaller because the vernier and anti-vernier have opposite offset directions which partly cancel each other out. Also when sequences of more than one vernier and anti-vernier are presented, observers perceive only one fused vernier (Fig. 1b) .
In feature fusion, verniers presented later in the sequence dominate the perceived offset more than earlier ones (Herzog, Lesemann, & Eurich, 2006; Herzog et al., 2003; . Dominance of trailing elements is not only found for vernier stimuli, but also for color (Efron, 1973; Yund et al., 1983) , and in the auditory and tactile domains (Efron, 1973) . This agrees with the finding that backward masking is stronger than forward masking (Bachmann & Allik, 1976; Breitmeyer & Ö gmen, 2006) .
The feature fusion paradigm can be considered a masking situation which does not require differentiation between the target and mask. Whereas in masking the visibility of a target is deteriorated by a mask, in feature fusion only one fused vernier is perceived. The fused offset is a combination of both verniers, hence, the interaction between the verniers can be directly judged. Fusion seems to be a complementary paradigm to mutual masking where target-mask interactions are determined by a dual task (Bachmann & Allik, 1976 ).
Static energy summation vs. temporal dynamics
Here, we address the apparent contradiction between static energy summation as described by Bloch's law and the dynamic temporal order effects found in feature fusion. We investigate how changes in the luminance and duration of verniers, hence, their energy, affect performance in feature fusion. We show that both complex temporal effects and static energy summation hold in feature fusion. Static energy summation according to Bloch's law holds for individual elements of a sequence (experiments 1 & 2). For example, a vernier at a specific position within the sequence that is presented for 30 ms at 80 cd/m 2 influences the perceived offset of the fused vernier in the same way as does a 15 ms vernier of 160 cd/m 2 at the same temporal position within the sequence. Experiment 3, however, reveals that Bloch's law does not hold across verniers in a sequence. For example, in a sequence of a vernier, an anti-vernier, and another vernier, changes in the energy of the first presented vernier (Fig. 1b , first element of the sequence) cannot be compensated for by equivalent changes in the energy of the second vernier (Fig. 1b , third element of the sequence). This occurs because trailing elements influence the fused vernier more than earlier ones (Herzog, Lesemann et al., 2006; Herzog et al., 2003; . Experiment 4 provides further evidence that energy summation alone cannot explain the effects in feature fusion. It shows that the dominance of the trailing element increases for increasing element durations. This finding is incompatible with static energy summation but can be predicted by decay of feature information. Simulations with a simple neural network reveal how energy summation for individual elements (experiments 1 & 2) and the complex temporal effects (experiments 3 & 4) might be realized. The same holds for sequences of a vernier, an anti-vernier and a second vernier. The perceived offset of the fused vernier depends on the luminance, duration, offset size, and the temporal order of the individual elements. In the experiments, the offset of the vernier(s) was, on each trial, randomly chosen to be left or right. The anti-vernier was offset in the opposite direction, i.e. right or left, respectively.
General methods

Observers
In total, 18 observers (11 females; aged 19-31 years) participated in the experiments, for which they gave informed written consent. There were 5 naïve observers in the first experiment, and 4 in the second, third, and fourth experiments. Each observer took part in only one experiment. In addition, the first author took part in all experiments. Naïve observers had no knowledge that several verniers were presented in rapid succession and reported seeing only one fused vernier. The visual acuity of all participants was tested by means of the Freiburg visual acuity test (Bach, 1996) . To participate, observers had to score at least 1.0 on this test (corresponding to 20/20). The study was approved by the local ethics committee.
Material
Stimuli of 40, 80, or 160 cd/m 2 were displayed centered on a dark background. They appeared on a Tektronix 608 X-Y-display equipped with a P11 phosphor controlled by a PC via fast 16 bit DA converters with 1 MHz dot rate. The stimuli were refreshed at 200 Hz, e.g. a 20 ms stimulus was realized by four refresh cycles. Participants observed the stimuli from a distance of 2 m in a room illuminated dimly by a background light (approximately 0.5 lx). The stimuli were composed of two vertical bars that were slightly displaced in the horizontal direction. The segments were 600 00 long and separated by a vertical gap of 60 00 . Hence, the stimuli's total length was 1260 00 . To avoid ceiling and floor effects, the offset sizes were adjusted individually so that performance in the condition when a 10 ms vernier was followed by a 20 ms anti-vernier and another 10 ms vernier was at 50%. Offset sizes ranged from 30 00 to 50 00 . We presented sequences of either two or three elements in rapid succession. The first element of the sequence is defined as the vernier. Its offset direction (left or right) was chosen randomly for each trial. The second element of the sequence, which had an opposite offset direction to the vernier, was defined as the anti-vernier. In conditions with a third element, another vernier identical to the first one was presented. The anti-verniers had the same spatial parameters as the verniers except for the opposite offset direction. If the verniers were offset to the left, the anti-verniers were offset to the right and vice versa.
Procedure
In all conditions, participants only perceived one fused vernier. They were asked to report the position of the lower segment of the fused vernier with respect to the upper segment by pressing one of two push buttons. Each condition was measured in blocks of 80 trials and conditions were randomized across participants. The blocks were repeated in reversed order to counteract practice and fatigue effects, resulting in a total of 160 trials for every condition. Within each block of 80 trials, a different pseudo-random sequence of left and right vernier offset directions was presented. The vernier was not offset more than four times in the same direction consecutively and there were the same total number of left and right offsets. No feedback was given.
Data analysis
Performance was quantified in terms of the percentage of trials in which the perceived offset of the fused vernier corresponded to the direction of the offset of the first vernier. Performance above 50% indicates that the vernier(s) dominate the fused percept. Performance below 50% indicates dominance of the anti-vernier.
Experiment 1: Energy summation in feature fusion
In the first experiment, we tested Bloch's law for individual elements within a sequence of a vernier, an antivernier, and another vernier. While the verniers in the sequences were always presented for 10 ms each at the same luminance, the energy of the anti-vernier was systematically varied by changing its duration and luminance (Fig. 2) .
In the first condition ( Fig. 2 ; V 10ms -AV 5ms -V 10ms ), as one would expect the verniers strongly dominate performance because of their considerably longer overall presentation time, i.e. 20 ms for the two verniers together vs. 5 ms for the anti-vernier. Vernier dominance is reduced when the anti-vernier is presented at twice the standard luminance, i.e. 160 cd/m 2 , while leaving its temporal duration unchanged ( Fig. 2 ; V 10ms -AV 5m -V 10ms ). About the same reduction in vernier dominance is achieved by doubling the duration of the anti-vernier instead of its luminance ( Fig. 2 ; V 10m -AV 10ms -V 10ms ). A further doubling of the energy of the anti-vernier increases its influence on the fused vernier systematically. Whether this increase in anti-vernier energy is achieved by means of doubling its luminance or by doubling its duration makes virtually no difference. For example, presenting the anti-vernier for 20 ms at 160 cd/m 2 ( Fig. 2 ; V 10ms -AV 20ms -V 10ms ) yields the same performance as presenting it for 40 ms at 80 cd/ m 2 ( Fig. 2 ; V 10ms -AV 40ms -V 10ms ). Hence, changes in the luminance of the anti-vernier can be compensated for by changes in its duration, as long as its energy is kept constant. This shows that the effect of the anti-vernier on the perceived offset of the fused vernier follows Bloch's law of temporal summation.
Experiment 2: Bloch's law holds for verniers and antiverniers
Here, we extend the findings of experiment 1 and show that Bloch's law holds not only for the central anti-vernier, but for all elements in a sequence of vernier, anti-vernier, and second vernier.
As in experiment 1, the verniers dominate when all elements are presented for 10 ms at the standard luminance of 80 cd/m 2 ( Fig. 3 ; V 10ms -AV 10ms -V 10ms ). The vernier dominance virtually does not change when the three elements are presented for half the duration but at twice the luminance ( Fig. 3 ; V 5ms -AV 5ms -V 5ms ), or if their duration is doubled and their luminance is halved ( Fig. 3 ; V 20ms -AV 20ms -V 20ms ). Equal vernier dominance is also obtained by doubling the luminance and halving the duration of single elements, e.g. V 10ms -AV 10ms -V 5ms , or of pairs of elements, e.g. V 5ms -AV 5ms -V 10ms .
All conditions of experiment 2 result in approximately the same performance, even though the overall sequence durations vary from 15 to 60 ms and luminances from 40 to 160 cd/m 2 ( Fig. 3 ; e.g. V 20ms -AV 20ms -V 20ms vs. V 5ms -AV 5ms -V 5ms ). Hence, the energy of the elements within a sequence, which was kept constant across conditions, determines the impact on the perceived offset of the fused vernier. Bloch's law holds for all elements of the sequence. We presented sequences of a vernier (V), an anti-vernier (AV), and a second vernier (V) and changed duration and luminance of individual elements, while keeping their overall energy constant. Performance remained stable across conditions, suggesting that for a given temporal order of the elements, their energy determines their influence on the fused vernier. Elements indicated in bold were presented at twice the standard luminance, i.e. 160 cd/m 2 . Elements in light gray were presented at half the standard luminance, i.e. 40 cd/m 2 . Black bars show predictions of a model which will be introduced later (see Fig. 6 ). Vertical bars indicate SEM; V, vernier; AV, anti-vernier.
Experiment 3: Bloch's law does not hold across different temporal positions
In this experiment, we tested if Bloch's law also holds across verniers of a sequence. We presented sequences of a vernier, an anti-vernier, and a second vernier and changed the energy of the two verniers while keeping the combined vernier energy identical, i.e. the energy of the first vernier plus the energy of the second vernier (Fig. 4) . In conditions 1-4, the energy of the first vernier was set to a quarter of the energy of the second vernier (Fig. 4a) . This was achieved by reducing the first vernier's duration to 5 ms or luminance to 40 cd/m 2 while increasing the second vernier's duration to 20 ms or its luminance to 160 cd/m 2 (Fig. 4a) . Performance in all conditions was at around 70%. In conditions 5-8, the energy of the second vernier was set to a quarter of the energy of the first vernier (Fig. 4b) , i.e. the first and second vernier were swapped. In these conditions, performance dropped to approximately 50%, even though the combined energy of the two verniers was the same as in conditions 1-4.
Hence, changes in the energy of the first vernier cannot be compensated for by equivalent changes in the second vernier. Bloch's law only holds for individual elements at specific temporal positions within the sequence (constant performance across conditions 1-4 and 5-8; also see experiments 1 & 2). However, energy is not simply integrated across elements of a sequence. Vernier dominance is higher when the energy of the second vernier is increased (Fig. 4a) than when the energy of the first vernier is increased (Fig. 4b) . Thus, the second vernier has a greater impact on the offset of the fused vernier than the first one. This is consistent with the dominance of trailing elements as found previously (Efron, 1967 (Efron, , 1973 Herzog et al., 2003 Yund et al., 1983) . Hence, the impact of elements on the fused vernier depends on their position within the sequence.
Experiment 4: Duration effects in feature fusion
The results from experiment 3 show that a comparison of the combined energy of the first and second vernier with the energy of the anti-vernier cannot predict the perceived offset of the fused vernier. Thus, apart from static energy summation, temporal aspects must be involved. In experiment 4, we examine these temporal dynamics by investigating the role of vernier duration. We presented a sequence of either a vernier followed by an anti-vernier (Fig. 5a ), or of a vernier, an anti-vernier, and a second vernier (Fig. 5b) and varied the duration of the elements. In all conditions, the energy of the anti-vernier equaled that of the vernier (Fig. 5a) or that of the combined verniers, respectively (Fig. 5b) . In the condition V 10ms -AV 20ms -V 10ms , for example, the overall duration of the two verniers, each lasting 10 ms, was equal to the 20 ms duration of the anti-vernier. What differed between conditions was the duration of all individual elements, ranging from 5 to 40 ms. For all conditions in which a vernier was followed by an anti-vernier . In all conditions, the combined energy of the two verniers was identical. When the energy of the second vernier was increased (a), performance was clearly higher than in conditions when the energy of the first vernier was increased (b). This reveals that changes in the energy of the first vernier cannot be compensated for by equivalent changes of the energy of the second vernier. Black bars show predictions of a model which will be introduced later (see Fig. 6 ). Elements indicated in bold were presented at twice the standard luminance, i.e. 160 cd/m 2 . Elements in light gray were presented at half the standard luminance, i.e. 40 cd/m 2 . Vertical bars indicate SEM; V, vernier; AV, anti-vernier.
only, the later anti-vernier dominated (Fig. 5a ). Anti-vernier dominance increased with increasing vernier and anti-vernier durations. Increasing the duration of the elements of vernier, anti-vernier, and vernier sequences (Fig. 5b) had the opposite effect. Here, vernier dominance increased with increasing durations of the individual elements, even though the combined verniers had the same energy as the anti-vernier. Since the energy of the vernier (Fig. 5a ) or of the combined verniers (Fig. 5b ) and the anti-vernier was equal in each condition, the effects of duration can only be attributed to temporal aspects, i.e. temporal order. These temporal aspects cannot be captured by static models of energy summation since they would predict performance to be at 50% in all conditions.
RC-model
We recently employed a simple so-called passive Resistor-Capacitor (RC) model in which the temporal dynamics are realized by means of decaying activation of two neurons that code left and right vernier offset information, respectively ( Fig. 6 ; . For the duration of a left (right) offset, the input I l (I r ) to neuron L (R) is set to one. The activation of both feature detector neurons is integrated in neuron C. Activity in all neurons is assumed to decay according to the decay rate constant s.
In this model, we do not specify how the visual system determines whether a visual scene contains evidence for a left or a right offset. In this respect, the model is similar to decision models such as the random walk and the diffusion model (e.g. Smith & Ratcliff, 2004) .
To map the activation of neuron C to performance, we used a sigmoidal function as a linking hypothesis (Eq. (1)), where C readout is the activation of neuron C at the readout time and r is the slope of the sigmoid function.
The three free parameters of the model (the decay rate constant s, the time at which the activation of neuron C is read out, and the slope of the sigmoid function r) were determined by minimizing the squared difference between the observed and predicted data by means of a simplex search. For the model fit, 78 sequences of verniers and anti-verniers with individual presentation times ranging from 5 to 80 ms were used (of which 35 are presented here). The estimated parameter values were s = 0.0285, r = 138, and readout = 66 (ms after offset of the last presented stimulus). The total explained variance was 91.4%. The model predictions do not always fall within the range of the standard errors of the experiments because the model was fit onto a large data set of different studies with different observers. Thus, the deviations of the model predictions from the observed results may be due to variability across observers.
The fact that the readout time is locked to stimulus offset makes our model fundamentally different from the ran- , and a second vernier (V) were presented. In all conditions, the energy of the anti-vernier was equal to that of the vernier(s). Despite the fact that the energy of the verniers and anti-verniers was equal, performance depended on the durations. For sequences of a vernier followed by an anti-vernier, the trailing antivernier became more dominant with increasing element durations (a). For sequences of a vernier, an anti-vernier, and a second vernier, the verniers became more dominant (b). This agrees with predictions of a model (black bars) which will be introduced in the next section. The errors bars indicate SEM; V, vernier; AV, anti-vernier. dom walk or diffusion models. These models assume that integration stops if a certain amount of information is accumulated (a boundary is reached). Such a readout mechanism cannot explain our results. It would predict increasing vernier dominance with increasing durations of vernier and anti-vernier, which is opposite to what we found in experiment 4.
Because of the relatively short sequences used in this study, we could also have chosen to lock the readout of the activation of neuron C to the onset of the first element in the sequence. Simulations with such an onset locked readout yielded a similar overall model fit (90% of the variance explained). However, locking the readout to the onset of the first stimulus in the sequence results in incorrect model predictions for related data (Herzog, Scharnowski, & Hermens, 2006; . Therefore, we locked the readout to the offset of the last element in the sequence.
The predictions of the RC-model agree with the observed results that Bloch's law holds for individual elements ( Figs. 2 and 3 ; black bars), and the model predictions also match the data from experiments 3 & 4 (Figs. 4 and 5; black bars). Thus, this simple dynamical model resolves two seemingly contradictory findings: On the one hand, the influence of an individual element on the fused vernier depends solely on its energy, which suggests nondynamic energy summation (experiments 1 & 2). On the other hand, the temporal order and the duration of the elements are crucial, which suggest dynamic temporal effects (experiments 3 & 4).
The model accounts for both findings because increased luminance can compensate for decreased durations by driving the respective feature detector neurons to higher activation amplitudes. For example, the activation of feature detector R caused by an anti-vernier which is presented for 15 ms at 160 cd/m 2 ( Fig. 7a ; V 30ms -AV 15ms : R) is higher than when the anti-vernier is presented for 30 ms at 80 cd/ m 2 ( Fig. 7a ; V 30ms -AV 30ms : R). The decay starts earlier for shorter elements, but activation starts decaying from a higher level. In both cases the model predicts dominance of the anti-vernier ( Fig. 7a; C & C) . A similar observation was made by Loftus and Ruthruff (1994) . Fig. 7b shows the model activations for the conditions V 5ms -AV 5ms -V 5ms and V 20ms -AV 20ms -V 20ms . As in the previous example, elements presented at twice the standard luminance, i.e. 160 cd/m 2 drive the feature detectors more strongly ( Fig. 7b ; V 5ms -AV 5ms -V 5ms : R & L) than do elements presented for longer durations but at lower luminance levels ( Fig. 7b ; V 20ms -AV 20ms -V 20ms : R & L). For sequences with identical energy, early decay from high activation amplitudes ( Fig. 7b ; V 5ms -AV 5ms -V 5ms ) is roughly equivalent to later decay from lower activation amplitudes ( Fig. 7b ; V 20ms -AV 20ms -V 20ms ). The activation of integration neuron C is positive for both sequences, indicating vernier dominance ( Fig. 7b; C & C) . This agrees with the experimental findings (Fig. 3) .
General discussion
When verniers with opposite offset directions are presented, they fuse: Participants report seeing only one vernier. The perceived offset of the fused vernier is a combination of the offsets of the presented verniers, even though the individual verniers within the sequence are not consciously perceived (Herzog et al., 2003 . Even when participants are informed that a vernier and an anti-vernier were actually presented, they are approximately at chance level in determining whether the vernier or the anti-vernier is offset to the right . Feature fusion only occurs if the elements are presented in immediate succession. Even short inter-stimulus-intervals of only $25 ms between the verniers prevent them from fusing.
When the vernier and the anti-vernier are identical except for their offset directions, the trailing anti-vernier dominates (Herzog et al., 2003 . The dominance of the trailing element becomes more pronounced for increasing element durations (experiment 4). Thus, in feature fusion, the durations and the temporal order of the elements matter, even though the energy of the vernier(s) and of the anti-vernier is equal. This finding cannot be captured by simple energy summation but requires a model in which the elements within a sequence are dynamically pooled. We used a simple dynamic RC-model which realizes such temporal dynamics by means of decaying feature activation . The model accounts for the temporal effects because activation of feature detectors coding for elements that are presented earlier are subject to prolonged decay and therefore contribute less to the fused vernier. However, experiments 1 & 2 show that the contribution of an individual element at a given position within the sequence to the fused percept depends only on its energy. For example, a vernier at a specific position within the sequence that is presented for 20 ms at 160 cd/m 2 influences the fused vernier in the same way as a vernier presented for 40 ms at 80 cd/m 2 . Thus, Bloch's law holds for individual elements at specific positions within a sequence. Changes in the duration of the elements can be compensated for by changes in their luminance.
At first glance, linear energy summation for the individual elements according to Bloch's law seems to be inconsistent with the complex temporal effects in feature fusion. The model nevertheless predicts Bloch's law because increased luminance gives rise to a stronger activation of the feature detectors. This causes the decay to start from a higher activation level and therefore compensates for the reduced duration. While Bloch's law holds for individual verniers, it does not hold between verniers of a sequence (experiment 4). For example, in a sequence of a vernier, an anti-vernier, and another vernier, changes in the energy of the first vernier cannot be compensated for by equivalent changes in the energy of the second vernier. This is due to the fact that the effect of the elements on the perceived offset of the fused vernier depends on the position within the sequence. Thus, the offset of the fused vernier is not determined by summing up the energy of all verniers in the sequence and subtracting it from that of the combined anti-verniers. Instead, the offset information of the individual elements is precisely registered. Even small changes in the energy of an element systematically affect the offset of the perceived fused vernier. conditions, the vernier is presented for the same duration at the same luminance, hence, the activation of the corresponding feature detector L is the same. The anti-vernier, which is presented at twice the standard luminance, drives the feature detector (R) more strongly, yielding higher activation amplitudes (V 30ms -AV 15ms : R) than the anti-vernier which is presented at the standard luminance of 80 cd/m 2 (V 30ms -AV 30ms : R). This compensates for its shorter duration. In both conditions, the activation of the integration neuron C is negative, indicating that the anti-vernier dominates. The small difference in the activation of C between the two conditions corresponds to a difference in performance of $4%, which is in the range of the variability of the data. Analogously, in (b) the feature detectors reach higher activation amplitudes when the elements are presented at twice the standard luminance (V 5ms -AV 5ms -V 5ms : R & L) than when they are presented at half the standard luminance (V 20ms -AV 20ms -V 20ms : R & L). Consistent with the experimental results (Fig. 3) , the integration neuron C is positive in both cases, indicating vernier dominance. Please note that in (a) and (b), the readout of activity of neuron C occurs at different times because it is locked to stimulus offset and the sequences were of different durations. Elements indicated in bold were presented at twice the standard luminance, i.e. 160 cd/m 2 . Elements in light gray were presented at half the standard luminance, i.e. 40 cd/m 2 . V, vernier; AV, antivernier; for purposes of illustration, the activation of neuron C is downscaled by a factor of 15.
Our results suggest that feature fusion does not occur because of temporal limitations of the visual system. Rather, the brain actively fuses the verniers and anti-verniers of a sequence after registering every single element unconsciously. In this sense, temporal integration is not a limitation (Bachmann & Allik, 1976; Coltheart & Arthur, 1972; Eriksen, 1966; Eriksen & Collins, 1967; Kinsbourne & Warrington, 1962; Michaels & Turvey, 1979; Neisser, 1967 ) but a quality that is based upon the high responsiveness of the visual system.
